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Context:

Debate about the violation of IPR by China, accused by US President

International pressure for a better protection of foreign IPR

Chinese IP regime:

A more and more sophisticated IP regulation

Progress in implementation and effectiveness



Summary:

I. China leader of IPR applications and grants

II. A national priority policy

III. Strengthening of the effectiveness of IPR

1) A re-organization of the administration of IP

2) A development of a IP specialized justice

3) An improvement of the IPR rules



I. China, leader for IPR applications and grants

Since 2010, China is becoming the first country for IP applications and
grants (patents, trademarks, industrial designs):

Patents:
In 2011, n°1 for patent applications
In 2014, n°1 for patent grants
In 2019, n°1 for Patent Cooperation Treaty International applications

China became n°2 (USA n°1) in 2018 for patents in force



China’s patent and trademark office are the most active in the world 

In 2019, China received 1,400,661 invention patents applications 
USA received 616,852 utility patent applications

(comparable to Chinese invention patents)

In 2019, China: 7,837,441 trademark applications 
USA:       673,233 trademark applications 



Evolution since 1883







In 2018, China received 46.4% of all patent applications filed worldwide



Patent grants







PCT: an illustration of the international IP policy of China

China : 58,990 applications filed in 2019 
USA :    57,840 applications in 2019 (n°1 since 1978)

China overtook USA as the biggest user of the PCT System

WIPO received 276 applications from China in 1999
A 200-fold increase in 20 years

In 2019:
For the third year in a row, Huawei was the main filer
Four chinese companies are in the top 10 filers











II. IP: A national priority policy

1. China’s innovation policy

2. China has recognized the IP national policy as a national priority



1. China’s innovation policy

To understand the evolution of the chinese policy:

On the next slide, see a useful document published by OECD on China’s
innovation policy since 1978 (Open door policy of Deng Xiaoping) until 2007

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy – CHINA - Synthesis Report – 2007

China’s re-emergence as a major power in the world economy is one of the most
significant developments in modern history. Economic reforms and the “open
door” policy have prepared the ground for the Chinese economy’s performance





2. China has recognized the IP national policy as a national priority

For 20 years, the Chinese government has adopted an impressive National
Intellectual Property Policy, elevated to the rank of National Priority.

China has adopted a four-year 2008-2012 plan in 10 measures aimed at applying by
2020 the best international standards for obtaining, protecting, exploiting and
exercising IPR on the Chinese territory.

Since the entry of China into the WTO (11/12/2001), China has promulgated a more
and more modern IP regulation, that is improving (international standards), and
ratified most of international IP treaties.

Chinese Prime Minister LI Kejiang, recently declared:

“Further enhancing the protection of intellectual property rights is crucial to
improving our property rights protection system. It is required by scientific and
technological innovation and essential for China's greater opening-up"



A policy of education



The national strategy on IP

Strengthening policies in support of innovation is one of the priorities stated by the
Chinese authorities in the medium and long-term national program for the
development of science and technology over the period 2006-2020

Published in 2008 the "national strategy on intellectual property" sets the main
orientations in the field for 2013 and 2020

Its mission is to bring out national champions with IP rights equivalent to those of
their foreign competitors and to promote the development of local innovation
(indigenous innovation)



A recent priority in green innovations:

A very strong growth in innovations and patents in green technologies during the
last 10 years

Domains: 
smart grids
batteries
Biofuels
Water quality
High-speed train

China, first country for patent application in solar energy among energy-related
technologies



Comparison in terms of number of patent applications between China, USA, Japan, 
Germany and France between 2005 and 2013 (French IP Office)



China National Intellectual Property Administration – May 28, 2020

“100 Projects in 2020 to Deeply implement the National Intellectual Property
Strategy to Accelerate the Construction of the Intellectual Property Powerful
Country Promotion Plan (the “100 Project List”)

(2020年加快建设知识产权强国推进计划提出 100项具体措施)



An ambitious program:

- Reducing patent examination time for “high value” patents to 16 months

- Reducing trademark examinations to 4 months

- Developing IP quality vs quantity

- Developing plant variety protection

- Improving IP-related services

- China is also doing a lot more on IP than what the Phase 1 Agreement requires

- China reiterates its commitment to plurilateral IP policy



III. Strengthening of the effectiveness of IPR

1) A re-organization of the administration of IP

2) A development of a IP specialized justice

3) An improvement of the IPR rules



1. A New Organization of IP Administration 

Until 2018: A split organization

Since 2108: A concentrated organization
Creation of the CNIPA
CNIPA under the supervision

of State Administration of Market Supervision and Administration
CNIPA replaces SIPO (Patents) and Trademark office
CNIPA competent for patent, trademark and Geographical indications

http://english.cnipa.gov.cn

http://english.cnipa.gov.cn


2. An Implementation of a specialized justice

Establishment of a specialized court system for the judicial protection of IP,
a continued improvement of the IP litigation system:

Creation of 3 levels of specialized jurisdictions

Creation of 3 research centers to unify the jurisprudence 

Publications of cases by the Supreme Court

A growing activity



3 levels of specialized jurisdictions:

- 20 IP Tribunals in the main cities (since 2017): 
Nanjing, Suzhou, Wuhan, Chengdu, Hangzhou, Ningbo, Hefei,
Fuzhou, Jinan, Qingdao, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Zhengzhou,
Changsha, Xi’an, Nanchang, Lanzhou, Changchun, Wulumuqi,
Haikou

- 3 IP Courts (regional courts of Appeal created - 2015):
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou

- IP Tribunal of the Supreme Court (2019)



Creation of 3 research centers to unify the jurisprudence 

IP Case Guidance Center (Beijing); 
International exchange Center (Shanghai); 
IP Judicial Protection and market value (Guangzhou) 

Publications of cases by the Supreme Court

The Supreme Court released IP Law Cases

See: http://ipc.court.gov.cn/en-us/index.html

http://ipc.court.gov.cn/en-us/index.html


A rising number of IP cases

Litigation activity in IP domain is constantly increasing:

In 2017, nearly 250,000 new IP cases received by Chinese courts:

It mainly concerns copyright (50% of litigation),
trademarks (15%)
patents (7%)

In 2018, 301,278 new IP cases received by Chinese courts in the first
instance, of which 287,795 were concluded.

An increase of more than 40 percent compared to 2017



A more efficient role

As far as international IP cases are concerned, China has one of the shortest
adjudication periods in the world:

The average adjudication time of foreign-related IP cases handled by the
Beijing Intellectual Property Court is now four months

Several recent cases demonstrate the Supreme Court’s commitment to
protecting the legitimate rights of foreign parties



3) An permanent improvement of the IPR 

The China’s IP regime is more and more sophisticated

All laws have been modified several times during the last 40 years

The Supreme Court has published several interpretations

The new IP Court system helps the effectiveness of the IP regime



Patents

The Patent Law has been adopted in 1984, revised in 2000 and 2008.

Before october 2009, the condition of novelty was relative (chinese territory)
Since october 2009, the condition of novelty is absolute (world)

The draft of the new patent law (4th revision) introduce:

Increased punitive damages,
Increased fines for infringement, 
liability of platforms for online services, 
increased recognition of service inventions 
or new concepts such as the introduction of an open patent license system



Industrial design (Patent Law)

Until now: 
- impossible to protect an industrial design if non respect of the

condition of absolute novelty
- A partial imitation is not a counterfeit

Evolution (the coming new law):
- A Partial imitation is a counterfeit
- Duration: from 10 to 15 years
- Admission at The Hague Convention
- The offer to sell products reproducing a design or model filed

without authorization constitutes an infringement



Neoplan (Germany) vs Zhongda (China)



1. Neoplan registered the design in Germany, 
then in China on 24th august 2005

2. Neoplan has discovered a copy by Zhongda

3. Neoplan sued Zhongda and won (Beijing Court in january 2009 – 2M €)

4. Zhongda has discovered than Neoplan has published photos of the new bus 
in 2 professional magazines before the registration

5. The Beijing Court has canceled the design in 2012

Why ?

In China, a condition of absolute novelty
In EU, a delay of 12 months before the application 



Another
Case
Study





Until now, 

it was impossible to ban Chinese copies of foreign cars if the copy is partial

New jurisprudence in 2019:

After 5 years of dispute, the Beijing Court has ruled in favor of Land Rover:

- That the vehicle “Land Wind X7” was direct plagiarism

- That he had copied five distinctive design features from the Range Rover Evoque,

- That the similarity has led to the confusion of the Chinese consumer.



Trademark

The trademark law has been adopted in 1982, revised in 1993, 2001, 2014,
2019.

Introduction in 2014:
- The principle of good faith (art. 7): The principle of good faith shall be

upheld in the application for trademark registration and in the use
of trademarks. The user of a trademark shall be responsible for the
quality of the goods on which the trademark is used.

- A 3D form and a sound become eligible for registration as a trademark
(art. 8)

Introduction in 2019:
- TMO can reject bad faith filings where there was no intent to use    

(art.4, 33, 44)
- Bad faith filers and trademark agents may be subject to warnings and 

fines (art. 68) 



Trademark

Progress of the jurisprudence

3 landmark decisions:

- QQ
- Dior
- Jordan



First sound trademark case in China:
registrable but only on the product actually using the mark

On Sep. 27, 2018, Beijing High People's Court made the final decision
siding with Tencent and holding that QQ notification sound trademark
is distinctive and registerable.

QQ notification sound of “Di Di Di Di Di Di”



J’ADORE de DIOR 

A landmark decision: The Supreme Court has , for the first time, on 26 april 2018, 
recognized, after 4 years of procedure, the validity of a 3D form of a trademark



XIAODAN JORDAN



Jordan Case:

Qiaodan Sports, a chinese sportwear company, has obtained officially the
trademark 乔丹 Qiaodan, the Mandarin transliteration of Michael Jordan,
who as the first filer, and has developed his business with 6.000 stores in
China.

After four-year lawsuit, against Qiaodan Sports Company, on december
11, 2016, the Chinese Supreme Court ruled largely in favor of Michael
Jordan.

The decision held that Mr. Jordan owns the legal rights to the Chinese
characters of the equivalent of his name,乔丹 Qiaodan, overturning
previous lower-court.

But the Supreme Court has authorized the chinese company to continue to
use "Qiaodan" in the Roman alphabet and the logo.



This is a very important decision:

Until the Jordan ruling, the situation was unclear.

The decision of the Supreme Court may reflect a renewed determination
to tackle the country’s rampant trademark infringement problem.
The ruling could have broad implications for other foreign companies and
foreign celebrities.

Since may 1, 2014, the trademark law has introduced a long awaited
principle: good faith.

It will probably protect well-known foreign companies in the future.



Trademark

Still current problems:

- Too many trademark applications

- Increasing sophistication of counterfactors

- fraudulent trademark filings

- Shortcomings of chinese law



In 2018 : 7,365,522 trademark applications 
In 2019 : 7,837,441 trademark applications 



Main Chinese Laws: 

Patent Law (1984; amended in 1992, 2000, 2008; 
Fourth Amendment being adopted)

Trademark Law (1982, amended in 1993, 2001, 2014 and 2019)

Copyright Law (1990, amende in 2001 and 2010)

Anti-Unfair Competition Law (1993, amended in 2017 and 2019)

E-commerce Law (Adopted on 31 August 2018)

Civil Code (in force on 1 january 2021)



Resources:
www.wipo.int

https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/main/legislation

https://ipkey.eu/en/china

www.iprhelpdesk.eu/china-helpdesk

www.chinaipr.com

www.oecd.org

https://supremepeoplescourtmonitor.com

http://english.cnipa.gov.cn/

https://www.ccpit-patent.com.cn/laws_regulations

https://www.epo.org/service-support/faq/searching-

patents/asian/faq.html

http://ipc.court.gov.cn/en-us/index.html

http://www.wipo.int
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/main/legislation
https://ipkey.eu/en/china
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/china-helpdesk
http://www.chinaipr.com
http://www.oecd.org
https://supremepeoplescourtmonitor.com
http://english.cnipa.gov.cn/
https://www.ccpit-patent.com.cn/laws_regulations
https://www.epo.org/service-support/faq/searching-patents/asian/faq.html
http://ipc.court.gov.cn/en-us/index.html
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